Dissecting Electrostatic Contributions to Folding and Self-Assembly Using Designed Multicomponent Peptide Systems
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ABSTRACT: We investigate formation of nano- to microscale peptide fibers and sheets where assembly requires association of two distinct collagen mimetic peptides (CMPs). The multicomponent nature of these designs allows the decoupling of amino acid contributions to peptide folding versus higher-order assembly. While both arginine and lysine containing CMP sequences can favor triple-helix folding, only arginine promotes rapid supramolecular assembly in each of the three two-component systems examined. Unlike lysine, the polyvalent guanidyl group of arginine is capable of both intra- and intermolecular contacts, promoting assembly. This is consistent with the supramolecular diversity of CMP morphologies observed throughout the literature. It also connects CMP self-assembly with a broad range of biomolecular interaction phenomena, providing general principles for modeling and design.

INTRODUCTION

Collagen lacks the extensive hydrophobic core typical of globular proteins, such that electrostatic forces take on particular prominence in specifying structure and supramolecular morphology. This phenomenon has largely been studied in the context of model collagen mimetic peptides (CMPs). Charge-pair interactions can mediate stability and specificity of interchain interactions. Beyond folding, the higher-order association of natural collagens into microfibrils and bundled fibers is governed in large part by long-range electrostatic forces. This process too has been investigated using designed CMPs, where electrostatically driven self-assembly results in diverse nano- and microscale structures from fibers and tapes to highly regular sheets.

Adequate treatment of electrostatic forces continues to be a challenge for computational protein design. The sophistication used to treat electrostatic forces at the atomic scale can range from simple rules, e.g., “opposites attract, like charges repel”, which has been extensively applied in rational protein design and in simple scoring models, to sophisticated atomistic calculations. Analytical models for treating electrostatics in polyelectrolytes or macro-ions in solutions of co- and counter-ions are limited to idealized systems and challenging to implement at a detailed atomistic level for proteins. Seemingly innocuous perturbations to a protein sequence, such as switching cationic amino acids arginine and lysine for each other, can significantly impact structure, stability, or function, highlighting the importance of appropriate treatment of electrostatics.

Conservative amino acid substitutions in CMPs can dramatically alter higher-order assembly. Peptides consisting of tandem cationic, neutral, and anionic domains: (P_3G)_x-(P_3G)_y-(yOG)_z were shown to fold into triple-helices and further self-assemble into higher-order structures through presumed interhelical interactions between oppositely charged domains; P = proline, G = glycine, O = (4R)-hydroxyproline. The morphology varied from banded fibers if x = arginine/R, y = glutamate/E, fibrous hydrogels if x = lysine/K, y = aspartate/D, or rectangular nanosheets if x = (4R)-amino-proline and y = E. Such variations in assembly behavior are difficult to rationalize from a simple view of electrostatics. Effective design of such systems requires a deeper understanding of the role of intermolecular electrostatic forces in peptide assembly.

Given their rich assembly behavior, CMPs are a powerful platform for developing electrostatics-based design rules for controlling self-assembly. Here, we exploit two-component peptide systems that only assemble in the presence of both components. Three systems are presented that are designed to interact through electrostatic forces. The first was derived from previous computational design efforts, and although an interesting decoupling of triple-helix folding and higher-order assembly was observed, the complexity of the designed sequence was not amenable to developing a mechanism. The subsequent two sets of designs used simple charge patterns, placing cationic and anionic domains on separate components. This allowed us to dissect the contributions of amino acid type and position on self-assembly.
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RESULTS

Folding/Assembly of Heteromeric CMPs. Previously, three CMPs were designed to assemble heterospecifically through a network of interchain charge–pair interactions. Of these, charged-peptides B and C (denoted here as cpB-RE and cpC-RE) assembled in a manner dependent on both the stoichiometry and concentration of the two components. All peptide sequences consisted of one charged residue per three amino acids:

\[ \text{cpB-RE: PEGEOGROGROPSEPGRPRGPEGEOG} \]
\[ \text{cpC-RE: PRGROGROGROGPEGPEGE}) \]

Peptide cpB-RE was rich in arginine (net charge = +6). cpC-RE was composed of equal numbers of of acidic and basic amino acids (no net charge). A persistent hydrogel state was observed when peptides were induced to fold into a triple helix with stoichiometry of 1:2 cpB-RE to cpC-RE, total peptide concentration >0.8 mM. Supramolecular assembly was sensitive to ionic strength, supporting the role of favorable electrostatic interactions in promoting association. Microelectrophoretic characterization of the hydrogel state indicated a weak storage modulus, which was speculated to originate from the low stability of the heterotrimeric CMP units (Tm < 20 °C).

We initially supposed that enhancing intrahelical interactions might also improve hydrogel stability. Interactions involving lysine have been shown to increase CMP stability relative to those involving arginine. Although the cpB-RE + cpC-RE association state was not an intentional outcome of the original design, heterotrimer folding was sensitive to ionic strength, supporting favorable charge–pair interactions promoting this state. To examine whether such interactions could be enhanced, D/K containing variants were synthesized that preserved the original charge pattern.

\[ \text{cpB-KD: PDGDOKGOGKOGPKGKGKOGKOGPKG} \]
\[ \text{cpC-KD: PKGKOGKOGKOGPKGKGKOGKOGPKG} \]

Asymmetry in the contributions of K/D vs R/E to cpB and cpC folding was evident: cpB-RE + cpC-KD folded, whereas cpB-KD + cpC-RE did not (Figure S1). Instead of forming a stable triple-helix as expected, cpB-KD + cpC-KD mixtures did not fold; no evidence of triple-helical structure was observed by CD spectroscopy (Figure 1A). Although appropriately presented K/D interactions can confer greater stability than R/E because of stronger charge pairing, R, K, D, and E also have different intrinsic polyproline-II propensities. The lack of enhanced stability in cpB-KD + cpC-KD mixtures may be due to unfavorable helical propensities of K and D that were not counterbalanced by charge pairs. However, without direct structural information, it is challenging to establish a mechanism.

We also observed decoupling of folding and higher-order assembly contingent on the sequence of the two components. From previous work, it was known that triple-helix folding by cpB-RE + cpC-RE was a prerequisite for supramolecular assembly. Here, cpB-RE + cpC-KD did fold, but did not self-assemble into fibers despite having the same charge pattern (Figures 1B–E and S1–S3). Charged residues are playing roles in both folding and interactions that drive higher-order assembly in a manner that is sensitive to the choice of lysine versus arginine. The complex charge pattern of the cpB/cpC system makes it difficult to identify specific interactions responsible for these two stages of assembly. Therefore, a multicomponent system was designed that could specifically address the contributions of K, R, D, and E to supramolecular assembly by separating cationic and anionic domains into separate molecules.

Folding of Supercharged Peptides. A series of four peptides were designed to fold as homotrimers, each with an N-terminal supercharged domain followed by a neutral, triple-helix promoting domain:

\[ \text{R6: (RRG)3 (POG)7} \]
\[ \text{K6: (KRG)3 (POG)7} \]
\[ \text{E6: (EEG)3 (POG)7} \]
\[ \text{D6: (DDG)3 (POG)7} \]

Although interchain charge repulsions would impact stability of a folded triple-helix, such charged domains were previously shown to be structurally tolerated at the N-terminus. We expected the four homotrimers would be highly soluble alone, and that these could be induced to rapidly assemble by mixed oppositely charged homotrimmers. Differences in the nature of multicomponent macro-ion assembly could be used to dissect the relative contributions of these acidic and basic groups.

R6 and K6 homotrimers were well folded with the relative stabilities consistent with triple-helical propensities of arginine > lysine (Figures 2 and S4). The two acidic species were notably less stable, with E6 only exhibiting marginal structure and a Tm < 20 °C. All species were soluble in buffered solution (10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7) and showed a hydrodynamic radius of ∼2–3 nm, consistent with that of a rod-like triple-helix; however, the D6 and E6 were likely partially unfolded.
Assembly of Supercharged Peptides. If one considers these four peptides as featureless macro-ionic rods, then any combination of a cationic + anionic peptide should result in higher-order assembly based on the premise of opposites attracting. Therefore, it was quite unexpected that of R6 and K6, only R6 assembled in the presence of D6 or E6 (Figures 3 and S5). Association was monitored by dynamic light scattering (DLS), using the total derived count rate as a measure of degree of assembly. R6 assembly with E6 was well described by the Watzky-Finke (WF) minimal model. This model assumes that monomer to aggregate, $A \rightarrow B$, proceeds through a generic two-step process of nucleation followed by rapid growth.12

$$[B]_t = [A]_0 - \frac{k_1 [A]_0}{k_1 + k_2 [A]_0} \exp(k_1 + k_2 [A]_0) t$$

(1)

The nucleation rate constant, $k_1$, was identical at low and high concentrations; growth rates $k_2$ proportional to initial concentration. K6 did not assemble with anionic peptides even at the highest tested concentrations after several hours.

Transmission electron micrographs of the R6 + D6 and R6 + E6 aggregates showed extended tens-of-micron scale peptide sheets (Figure 4A,B), sharing many features with two-dimensional morphologies generated previously by metal, electrostatic, hydrophobic, or shape-complementary driven self-assembling CMPs.4d,8b,13 The K6 containing mixtures showed dense particulates on the order of a few hundred nanometers to 1 μm in size (Figure 4C,D). These particulates were not evident in solution DLS measurements indicating they may have formed during deposition and drying on the EM grid.

Long-Range Electrostatic Forces. For the solution composition and temperature used in this work, the Debye length over which long-range electrostatic forces can mediate intermolecular interactions would be approximately 1.2 nm. Electrophoretic mobilities of the peptides were determined by DLS and modeled as apparent zeta potentials ($\zeta$) using the Smoluchowski equation, representing the electrostatic potential at the slip-plane of the double-layer surrounding the peptide macro-ion. R6 and K6 both showed $\zeta > 0$ mV with nominal differences in their relative magnitudes (Figure 2B). The anionic D6 and E6 peptides showed large negative $\zeta$ values, and $\zeta \approx 0$ mV for the neutral (POG)10 peptide. These observations indicate that long-range electrostatic phenomena on nanometer length scales are unlikely to be responsible for the difference in the aggregation behavior of R6 and K6.

Effect of Charge Position on Folding and Assembly. It has been demonstrated in multiple host–guest studies on CMPs
Figure 5. DLS of cation–anion peptide mixtures containing charged residues at x or y positions. Assembly is only observed in ROG3 + PEG3 and PRG3 + PEG3 mixtures. Visual inspection of ROG3 + PEG3 shows a cloudy suspension. PRG3 + PEG3 settles as an opaque aggregate. For comparison, PKG3 + PEG3 solution is clear. Images of all mixtures in Figure S8.

Figure 6. (A) Interfacial propensities of charged amino acids from a survey of high-resolution structures of protein–protein interfaces (PPIs). Positive values represent favorable interface propensity. Data excerpted from ref 16. (B) Frequencies of charged amino acids connecting two other groups in a complex salt-bridge. Data excerpted from ref 18. (C) Arginine (PDB ID: 4GYX20) involved intra- and interhelical hydrogen bonds with backbone carbonyls. (D) Lysine (PDB ID: 1QSU21) involved in only an intrahelical hydrogen bond. Other examples are shown in Figure S9.

The perspective of the cation, only arginine-containing peptides participate in extensive assembly in all three two-component systems. Compared to ROG3, PRG3 is the more stable peptide and the more commonly occurring triplet in fibrillar animal collagens. In the case of the anion, both amino acid type and position-specific effects are observed. PEG3 is less stable than EOG3, and as a triplet is less abundant in animal collagen sequences. It had been previously shown that many CMPs aggregate close to their melting temperature, suggesting that assembly proceeds through a molten, partially unfolded triple-helix transition state. This model does not describe electrostatically driven assembly of these components where the high-stability PRG3 assembles most readily with the low-stability PEG3. In other systems, a repeating EOG triplet is used for the anionic domains, resulting in structured assemblies. These peptides have four or more repeats and contain both cationic and anionic domains in the same peptide, resulting in a greater number of potential interhelical interactions per helix.

Insight into the mechanism underlying the complex dependence of assembly on amino acid type and position may be gained by considering the larger problem of what drives protein–protein interactions. In early work by Janin and Chothia, it was observed that arginine is the most abundant charged residue promoting interactions between protein subunits. This analysis was extended by Jones and Thornton to 50 high-resolution structures of protein–protein interfaces in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), where arginine was statistically overrepresented at interfaces (Figure 6A). In the same analysis, lysine and aspartate were the two most unfavorable interfacial residues of all 20 amino acids. The aggregation preferences of arginine and glutamate over lysine and aspartate across CMPs are fully consistent with the relative frequencies of these amino acids at protein interfaces. The assembly prone nature of arginine may be due to the capacity of the polyvalent side chain to form intermolecular contacts without necessarily sacrificing intramolecular interactions. Analysis of approximately 1000 charge pairs in 94 proteins by Musaﬁa et al. showed that arginine was four-fold more likely than lysine to participate in a complex network of electrostatic interactions involving three or more residues (Figure 6B). In these networks, arginine was at the center making multiple hydrogen bonds through its three guanidyl nitrogens. Only arginine and glutamate were found in cases where one residue was simultaneously contacting three others. A more recent analysis of charged residue networks with a larger and
higher quality data set confirms the observations of the Musańa et al. study.

Existing studies of the PDB indicate arginine has a higher propensity than lysine to be found at protein—protein interfaces and to participate in networks of electrostatic interactions. The question then arises whether such networks occur at interfaces between triple-helices. There are no available high-resolution structures of self-assembled charged CMPs in their fiber or sheet form. Instead, a handful (seven) CMP structures determined by X-ray crystallography exist that include arginine or lysine. Crystal lattice packing contacts involving arginine or lysine may be considered as surrogates for contacts formed during aggregation and reveal how such residues control assembly. Each of the four arginine-containing CMP structures showed interhelical interactions across crystal lattice interfaces. A common feature of such interfaces was the simultaneous participation of the polyanion guanidyl moiety of arginine in networks of hydrogen bonds with its helix and with neighboring helices in the crystal lattice (Figure 6C and S9). In contrast, the three unique lysine containing structures showed that the side chain amine either participated in intra or interhelical contacts with backbone carbonyls, but never both for the same side chain (Figure 6D and S9). The strongest arginine interactions as measured by donor—acceptor heavy atom separations <3.0 Å were with other protein groups. In contrast, the tightest lysine-mediated contacts were with bound waters, consistent with a barrier to desolvation of the side chain amine at protein interfaces.

In this context, we can begin to understand the diverse supramolecular morphologies of \((PxG)\)\(_x\)-(POG)\(_y\)-(yOG)\(_z\) CMPs described in the literature. When \(x = D\) and \(y = K\), the lysine side chain prefers intrahelical contacts, promoting a sticky-ended triple-helix. Further assembly into an infinite triple-helix is mediated by backbone hydrogen bonds. For \(y = R\), the nanosheet or banded fiber morphology arises from arginine participating in both intrahelical and interhelical interactions. Structural plasticity is seen outside of CMPs in other self-assembling systems, such as recently described \(\alpha\)-helical nanotubes.

In this system, replacing a single critical arginine with lysine dramatically alters nanotube morphology. High-resolution cryo-EM structures show this arginine participates in a complex network of supramolecular interactions with the carboxy termini of neighboring \(\alpha\)-helices.

The nonequivalency of lysine and arginine extends to numerous other electrostatic phenomena in biology. Oligo-arginine peptides interact more tightly with nucleic acids than oligo-lysine. Rather than aggregate in the presence of anions, oligo-lysinest will often form a coacervate, a liquid phase separation of the cationic and anionic species from bulk solution where the desolvation barrier prevents further assembly. The particulate structures observed by TEM in the case of K6 + D6 or E6 peptide mixtures may be the result of such coacervates drying out and solidifying on the EM grid. A number of PDB analysis studies have shown different propensities for arginine and lysine at interfaces. Lysine to arginine substitutions on the surfaces of proteins can be used as a strategy for promoting protein crystalization for structure solution. Arginine peptides and proteins are better able to insert and penetrate lipid bilayers than lysine, a property that has been exploited in the design of cell-penetrating peptides and antimicrobial peptides.

Charge-complementarity has been used from the earliest peptide designs to current supramolecular systems. Computational methods are now being developed to automate supramolecular peptide design and explicit consideration of valence and hydrophobicity of arginine and lysine in coarse-grained and atomistic potentials will be critical. The multicomponent nature of these peptide systems provide powerful platforms for dissecting intermolecular forces and developing modeling tools.

### EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

**Peptide Synthesis.** Peptides were synthesized using solid-phase Fmoc chemistry at the Tufts University Core Facility, Boston, MA. N- and C- termini were acetylated and amidated, respectively. Peptides were purified to 95% purity by reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and products were verified by mass spectrometry. All peptide solutions were prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer \(\text{pH} = 7.0\). Peptide concentrations in solution were estimated by obtaining the absorbance at 214 nm using \(c_{214} = 2200 \, \text{M}^{-1} \, \text{cm}^{-1}\). After mixtures were prepared at room temperature, they were allowed to fold at \(4{^\circ}\text{C}\) for at least 48 h.

**Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy.** CD measurements were conducted using the Aviv Model 420SP Spectrophotometer equipped with a Peltier temperature controller. For wavelength spectra, measurements were made at every 0.5 nm step with an averaging time of 10 s at each wavelength. Scans were conducted from 190 to 260 nm at \(5{^\circ}\text{C}\). Observed ellipticity was converted to molar ellipticity by dividing raw values by the peptide concentration, number of residues, and cell path length. For temperature induced denaturation, ellipticity was measured at 225 nm for \((\text{POG})_{10}\) or at 223 nm for charged peptides. Total peptide concentrations used were 0.2 mM. CD temperature denaturation measurements were performed at 0.33 \(^\circ\text{C}\)/step and 2 min equilibration time.

**Light Scattering.** Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were performed using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, U.K.). Data was collected with a 3 mW He–Ne laser at a 633 nm wavelength. This unit collects back scattered light at an angle of 173° and contains a built-in Peltier element temperature controller. Autocorrelation functions were determined with an acquisition time of 2 min per correlation function. For kinetics measurement, intensity autocorrelation functions of scattered light were collected continuously using acquisition times of 120 s per correlation function for at least 12 h for each sample. Derived count rates were calculated in units of kilocounts per second (kcps) assuming no attenuation of the laser light source by the instrument. Reported viscosity values were used for the hydrodynamic radius calculation. Correlation plots are in Figure S10. A detailed description of DLS can be found elsewhere.

**Zeta Potential.** Zeta potential measurements were conducted with the same Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, U.K.). The instrument uses a PALS (Phase Analysis Light Scattering) method to measure the electrophoretic mobility of particles in solution. The Smoluchowski equation is used to calculate the zeta potential of the particles in solution. Measurements were done in disposable folded capillary cells. Each measurement was the average of 100 runs 10 s each. Five measurements were conducted for each sample, and the final result is the average of these measurements.

**Transmission Electron Microscopy.** Samples were gently resuspended and placed onto copper grids, then negatively stained with 1% phosphotungstic acid and imaged with a Philip 420 Electron Microscope.

**Structure Analysis.** Relevant structures from the PDB were analyzed for crystal lattice contacts: 1BKV, 1Q7D, 3DMW, 4GYX, 1QSU, 3PON, 3POD, 3H4Q, 2IO3, 1H5G, 1QTO, 3TIE, 1H5G, 2IO3, 1H5G, 2IO3. Neighboring asymmetric units were constructed using the symmetry transformations provided with the structure. Potential hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions were identified in the pyMol structure modeling platform if interatomic distances ≤ 4 Å.
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